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� Definition and Example
� Motivation
� Resources
� Sentence Alignment
� Word Alignment
� Demo of Trados Software
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� Text alignment concerns the alignment of parallel 
(bilingual) texts, so that the sentences and words 
which correspond are identified.

� types of alignment:
� Paragraph alignment: relatively easy, texts tend to be 

aligned correctly at this level.
� Sentence alignment: more difficult because translators 

change many things
� Word alignment: extremely difficult
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� For MT: creation of resources e.g.
� bilingual dictionaries
� parallel grammars
� word sense disambiguation

� For MT: statistical MT
� Other: multilingual IR
� For human translators: 

� as a practical tool to simplify revision of translations
� creation of translation memories
� there exist commercial applications

� For lexicographers: an aid to bilingual dictionary 
maintenance or creation
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� Sentence level alignment
� 1:1 translation very common: 90%
� But there exists:

� 1:2 and 2:1 
� 1:3 and 3:1
� 2:2 e.g previous example
� 1:0 and 0:1

� Crossing dependences: order of sentences is 
changed
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Quant aux eaux minerals et aux lemonades, elles 
rencontrent toujours plus d�adeptes. En effet notre 
sondage fait ressortir des ventes nettement 
supérieures à celles de 1987, pour les boissons à
base de cola notament.

According to our survey, 1988 sales of mineral 
water and soft drinks were much higher than in 
1987, reflecting the growing popularity of these 
products. Cola drink manufacturers in particular
achieved above average growth rates.
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� Needs parallel corpora i.e texts in 2+ 
languages which are translations of each 
other
� Canadian or Hong Kong Hansard
� Swiss official texts
� EU documents
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Lexical/statisticalUnion Bank of 
Switzerland reports

English, GermanCatizone et al. 
1989

4-gram signalvariousvariousChurch 1993

Lexical (not 
probabilistic)

Scientific 
American

English, French, 
German

Kay and 
Röscheisen
1988/1993

# of charactersUnion Bank of 
Switzerland reports

English, French, 
German

Gale and Church 
1993

# of wordsCanadian HansardEnglish/ FrenchBrown et 
al.1989/1991

BasisCorpusLanguagesAuthors

from Manning and Schütze 1999:470
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Catizone et al. 1989

� Preprocessing
� Division of text into sentences (�blocks�)
� Division of sentences into words
� Normalisation i.e. punctuation and capitalisation 

removed, inflectional endings removed, splitting of 
compounds (for German), function words removed.

� Input
� Two files which have been pre-processed in Source 

and Target language.
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1. A table of possible S-T correspondences 
for �blocks� is created. �Accessible blocks� 
are defined as 1-2 corresponding blocks:

1:2 correspondence is assumed to be 
contiguous

1 2 3 4 5 6

654321T (L2)

S (L1)

�Blocks� or sentences 

Possible correspondences 
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Lexical/Statistical Approach: the 
algorithm (2)

2. For each word in the texts, find frequency in each 
block.

3. Calculate probability of word pairing (Sw, Tw) on the 
basis of accessible blocks, for all words whose 
frequency > 1.
Exact match i.e. probability of 1 exists for words 
which occur with same frequency in S and T, in the 
same blocks

4. Accessible segments are recalculated, taking account 
of established matches
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Lexical/Statistical Approach: output

� This method allows the output of a list 
sentence and word correspondences.

� The word correspondences can be used to 
augment a bilingual dictionary

� Results can be improved by using a 
bilingual dictionary as part of input (original 
work used a 12,000 word German-English 
dictionary)
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Gale and Church 1993

� Hypothesis: longer sentences in the source 
language (S) should correspond to longer 
sentences in target language (T) and (conversely) 
shorter sentences are translated into shorter ones.

� Very successful approach: 96% correct on a 
corpus of Union Bank of Switzerland texts 
(English-French, English-German)

� Error rate lower here than with Canadian Hansard 
due to translation style (i.e. very literal)
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The algorithm:
1. Paragraph alignment (relatively trivial)
2. A probabilistic score is assigned to each 

proposed pair of of sentences, based on length. 
Possible alignments are limited to {1:1, 1:0, 0:1, 
2:1, 1:2, 2:2}

3. Uses dynamic programming to find most 
probable alignment, i.e. minimum possible 
distance
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� Cost calculated on basis of length of the 
sentences:

µ derived from comparing respective length of 
texts e.g. French/English = 1.06
s2 = squares of difference of length of paragraphs

2
2121 sllPll µδα−=

2
112 slll µδ −=
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� The Catizone et al. approach provides certain amount of 
word alignment information

� Most approaches extend text alignment and then apply an 
association measure to derive candidates for a bilingual 
dictionary 

� Association measures such as χ2 are a good method but 
can cause problems on occasion. In the Canadian Hansard 
house appears to correspond to commune rather than 
chambre because house most often occurs with the phrase 
Chambre de Communes
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